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THE ABOLITION OF ACCELERATED PAROLE REVIEW (APRl 

The assessment of the implications of abolition of APR involves offenders who had a mandated 
parole review under current law and who, for the most part, were directed to release on parole. 
Under the proposed legislation, the parole review process for the group of offenders prcviously 
considered for APR will become more intensive. 

The APR provisions of the CCRA require that for first-time federal, non-violent offenders, the 
Board consider release on APR based on a review of the offender's tile, not in a hearing. In this 
process, one Board member reviews the file and if no likelihood of violent rc-offending is 
present, the offender must be released on parole. 

On average over the past three (3) years, the Board has carried-out 3274 reviews per year for the 
APR group of offenders. Approximately 68% (2221) of the reviews were Reviews on File (of rice 
reviews) which only require review by one Board member. 

FEDERAL ACCELERATED PAROLE REVIEWS 

# % 

2006/07 

Panel Reviews 1024 32.1 

Reviews on File 2166 67.9 

Tolal 3190 

2007/08 

Panel Reviews 1077 33.1 

Reviews on File 2176 66.9 

Tolal 3253 

2008/09 

Panel Reviews 1058 31.3 

Reviews on File 2322 68.7 

Tolal 3380 

With the proposed change in legislation, the APR provisions 01' the CCRA will require that with 
the APR offenders, the Board consider release on APR based on a hearing, not a file review. APR 
cases arc non-violent and first time federal offenders who are usually considered low risk and low 
need and will be far more likely to receive a positive recommendation from CSC for conditional 
release and so will apply at the earliest opportunity. In this process, a minimum of two Boaru 
members mllst be involved in the panel hearing. This will dramatically increase the costs per 
review of APR offenders. 
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NPB workload and cost estimates related to the abolition of APR are based on working 
assumptions that reflect the requirements of the Corrections and Conditional Release Act (current 
and proposed), the Board's policy ti'amework, best practices for quality conditional release 
decision-making and anticipated trends in the federal offender popUlation. Working assumptions 
include: 

Abolition of APR would increase all aspects ofNPB's conditional release workloads. 
including decision-making, decision-making support, appeals by offenders, contacts with 
victims, observers at hearings, requests for access lo the decision registry, and public 
information/media relations. 

Effective implementation of legislative change requires sufficient lead time for NPB to 
update public information tools, revise policies, staff new positions, provide training for 
Board members and staff, and adapt automated information systems. 

On average, the Board would complete four (4) hearings per day. For cases involving 
offenders with elder or community-assisted reviews, the Board would complete an average 
of three (3) hearings per day. 

Following abolition of APR 100% of parole reviews for the previous APR group would be 
conducted by way of a hearing with two Board members. 

Board members would require 1.5 days of preparation for every day of hearings to be 
completed. 

Hearing ofricers would require 1.5 days of preparation time for every day of hearings to be 
completed and .5 days for post-hearing day wrap-up for every day of hearings completed. 

Increases in program delivery scope and resources would generate the need for an increase in 
internal services (human resource financial, and information management). Required 
increases are estimated at 20% of program delivery increases. 

The majority of offenders eligible for APR each year arc expected to have sentences of less 
than four (4) years. These offenders would reach their day or full parole eligibility dates 
over a two year period. 

The assumption is that 100% of APR offenders will apply for a panel hearing as these first 
time non-violent federal offenders perceive an expectation of early release fmm institutions 
and will take advantage of any options within the system to obtain release. 
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Based upon the rate of growth of Federal Accelerated Parole Reviews from 2006/07 to 2008/09, it 
can be projected that there will be a growth rate of 3% per annum. The number of reviews can he 
divided into those for conditional release purposes (Day and Full Parole) and those for non
conditional release purposes (Revoeations, Breach or Change of Conditions etc.). 

OFFENDERS WITH MULTIPLE REVIEWS 

Reviews Reviews # of 
Reviews 

Year Total # of for non for Office Panel Grant resulting 
reviews release release Reviews Reviews Rate in Parole purposes purposes Granted 

2008/2009 3380 1654 1726 1036 690 79.80% 1377 

2009/2010 3481 1706 1776 1066 710 79.80% 1417 

2010/2011 3586 1757 1829 1097 732 79.80% 1460 

2011/2012 3693 1810 1884 1130 754 79.80% 1503 

2012/2013 3804 1864 1940 1164 776 79.80% 1548 

2014/2015 3918 1920 1998 1199 799 79.80% 1594 
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